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Abstract. Some relations between dense languages and their semidiscrete disjunctive sublanguages 
are considered. Several decompositions of dense languages into disjunctive components are 
established. As an application, it is shown that every language is either the disjoint union or the 
intersection of two disjunctive languages. 
1. Introduction and preliminary results 
Let X* be the free monoid generated by the finite alphabet X. Elements of X* 
are called words and subsets of X* are called languages over X. The length of a 
word x which is the number of the letters occurring in x will be denoted by lg(x). 
If L is a language over X, the relation PL defined on X* by x----y (PL) if and 
only if (uxve LC~uyve L for all u, v~ X*) is a congruence called the syntactic 
congruence of L. The language L is said to be regular if PL has only a finite number 
of classes; L is said to be disjunctive if PL is the equality. If L is disjunctive, then 
X* -L  is also disjunctive. A language L is called dense if, for every x ~ X*, 
L n X*xX*~ ~. Every disjunctive language is dense, but the converse is not true. 
A language is called semidiscrete if there exists a positive integer k such that L 
contains at most k words of any given length. I f  k = 1, then L is said to be discrete. 
Properties of dense and disjunctive languages have been discussed in particular 
in [2, 3, 4, 5]. In this paper, we shall study some decompositions of languages in 
connection with disjunctive languages. In Section 2, we shall consider relations 
between dense languages and some of their semidiscrete sublanguages. In Section 
3, several decompositions of dense languages into disjunctive components will be 
established. As an application, we shall show that every language is either the 
disjoint union or the intersection of two disjunctive languages. 
The following lemmas will be useful in our discussion. 
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Lemma 1.1 ([3, 4]). Let L c_ X*. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) L contains a disjunctive language; 
(2) L is dense; 
(3) for every x ~ X* ,  L c7 X*xX*  is infinite. 
Lemma 1.2 ([3, 4]). Let ]X[ >t 2. A language L over X is disjunctive if and only if, for 
every pair of  words u, v of the same length, u - v ( PL) implies u = v. 
Lemma 1.3 ([2]). Let IX] >>-2. Every dense and semidiscrete language over X is 
disjunctive. 
Lemma 1.4 ([3, 4]). I f  tXl = 1, then a language over X is disjunctive if  and only if it 
is not regular. 
Lemma 1.5 ([1]). Let X = {a} and let Lc_ X*.  If, for every positive integer m, there 
r a s 
exist a ,  c L such that r - s  > m, and if  L contains no words with length between r 
and s, then L is disjunctive. 
2. Dense and semidiscrete languages 
Let L be a dense language; then L contains at least one disjunctive language H. 
In this section, we shall show that if H is semidiscrete, then L -  H is also disjunctive 
provided that L is not disjunctive or is reflective. If L itself is disjunctive, then L -  H 
is not necessarily disjunctive; for example, take L = H. These results will be used 
in the next section in relation with the disjunctive decomposition of languages. 
Lemma 2.1. Let IxI ~ 2. If a language L over X is not disjunctive, then, for every 
positive integer n, there exist s~, s2, . . . , s,, ~ X*,  s~ # sj, such that lg(si) = lg(sj) and 
s i -  sj (PD) for all i,j. 
Proof. Since L is not disjunctive, by Lemma 1.2, x -= y (PL) for some x, y ~ X* ,  x # y 
and lg(x) = lg(y). 
Let s~=x", s2=x" -~y, . . . , s ,=xy  "-~. Clearly, si#sj ,  lg(si)=lg(sj), and s~- = 
sj ( PL). [] 
Theorem 2.2. Let L c X*  be a dense language that is not disjunctive. Then, for every 
semidiscrete disjunctive language H c_ L, L -  H is disjunctive. 
Proof. Case 1: [X[ ~> 2. Suppose that L -H  is not disjunctive. Since H is semidis- 
crete, there exists a positive integer k such that H contains at most k words of any 
given length. Since L is not disjunctive, by [,emma 2.1 it is possible to find 
s~, s2 , . . . ,  Sk+~, Si # Sj, such that lg(si) -- lg(sj) and s~ -- sj (PL) for all i,j. 
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Since L -  H is also not disjunctive, there exist x, y ~ X*, x # y, lg(x) = lg(y), such 
that x=- y (PL -n) .  Hence, 
s ix  =- (eL -H) .  (1) 
We shall show that 
s lx~ s ly  (PL). (2) 
Since slx ~ sly, s ix  ~ s~y (Pn) .  Hence, there exist u, v e X* such that us~xv ~ H, 
us lyv~ H or vice versa. Suppose that usaxv ~ H, uslyv ¢~ H. From (1) and the fact 
that us~xv ¢~ L -  H, uslyv ~ L -  H, we have uslyv ¢~ L. But uslxv ~ L and therefore, 
(2) holds. 
From (2) follows the existence of g, h ~ X* such that gSlXh ~ L and gslyh ~ L or 
vice versa. Assume that the first case holds. Since si - sj (PL) for all i,j, 
gs~h ~ L, gsiyh ~ L for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k+ 1. (3) 
Since H is semidiscrete, from lg(gs.,xh)=lg(gsjxh) and gs.,xh~gs~xh, i~ j ,  the 
existence of t , l<- t<~k+l  follows such that gsrxhc~H. By (3), gs~xh~L-H.  
However, gsd, h ~ L ~_ L -  H. Hence, x ~ y ( PL-n  ), a contradiction. 
Case 2: IxI = 1. From Lemma 1.4 we have that L is regular. If  L -H  is not 
disjunctive, then it is also regular. Therefore, H = L - (L -H)  is regular, a contra- 
diction. [] 
A language L is Said to be reflective if uv ~ L implies vu ~ L. 
Theorem 2.3. Let  IX[ ~> 2 and let L c_ X*  be a dense language that is reflective. Then, 
for  every semidiscrete disjunctive language H c L, L -  H is disjunctive. 
Proof. Suppose that L -  H is not disjunctive. Then x =- y (PL-H) for some x, y ~ X* 
with x ~ y. 
Since H is semidiscrete, there exists a positive integer k such that H contains at 
most k-  1 words of  the same length. Let S = {sl, s2 , . . . ,  Sk} be any set of k different 
words of the same length. We have 
)CSlS2 °" "  Sk ~ yS lS2  °" "  Sk (PL -H)  ° (4 )  
As in the proof of  Theorem 2.2, we can show that 
xs, s2. . . Sk ~ ySlS2. . . Sk (Pt.). (5) 
From (5) the existence of u, v e X* follows such that 
uxsls2 . . . SkY ~ L, uysl s2 . . . SkY ~ L (or vice versa). 
Since L is reflective, 
s~...  SkVUXS~... sHeL ,  S~... SkVUyS~... sH~L,  
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for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k. Since all the words in S are of the same length, 
si. . . dkvuxsl  . . . s i - i  ~ sj. . . skvuxsl . . . sj-1 for i ~j .  
Since H is semidiscrete, from the choice of k, there must be a t, 1 ~< t<~ k, such that 
st. • • skvuxs~ . . . st-~ ~ H and hence st. • • skvuxs~ . . . stt_~ ~ L -  H. However, 
s t . . .  skvuys~. . ,  s~_~ L -H  and therefore, x~y (P r -u ) ,  a contradiction. [] 
Theorem 2.4. Let IXI t> 2 and let L be a disjunctive language over X.  If, fo r  some 
semidiscrete dis junct ive language H ~ L, the language L -  H is not disjunctive, then 
L c -  K is dis junct ive fo r  every semidiscrete disjunctive language K c_ L ~. 
Proof. Clearly, H u K is semidiscrete and dense and therefore, disjunctive by 
Lemma 1.3. The language L c u H is dense but not disjunctive, because L -  H is not 
disjunctive. Since H u K ~_ L c u H, L c -  K = (L c u H) - (H  u K)  is disjunctive by 
Theorem 2.2. [] 
3. Disjunctive decomposition of arbitrary languages 
Theorem 3.1. A language D ~_ X*  is dense<=> D is a disjoint union o f  two disjunctive 
languages with one o f  them discrete. 
Proof. (~) :  Immediate. 
(~) :  Case 1: [Xl~>2. Let X*={x~,x2 , . . . , x , , . . .}  and let w,=x~x2. . .x ,  for 
n = 1, 2, . . . .  Since D is dense, for every w,,  D :~ X*WnX*  ~ ~. For every n, we can 
choose u,, v, e X* such that u,w,v ,  ~ D with l g (u ,w,v , )  < lg(u.+~w,+~v,+~). We 
obtain hence a set H = {unw, v, In = 1, 2,. . .}.  Clearly, H is discrete and dense. 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.3, H is disjunctive. Let 
1"11 = { u2,,-l w2,,-i v2,,-1[ n = I, 2,...}, 
H2  = {u2,,w2,v2,, I n = I, 2,...}. 
The languages/-/1 and/-/2 are discrete and dense and hence, disjunctive. Furthermore, 
HIc H2=O. 
If D-/-/1 is disjunctive, then we are done. If D-/ - /1 is not disjunctive, then, 
since/-/2_: D-/-/1, D-/-/1 is dense and, by Theorem 2.2, (D -/-/1) -/-/2 is disjunc- 
tive, i.e., D -H  is disjunctive. 
Case 2: IX I= I .  let x={a}.  Since D is dense, D is infinite. Let D= 
{xl, x2,. •. ,  x , , . . .}  with lg (x , )< lg(x,+~). 
Let Pk ---- {x2 k, x2~+~,..., x2~+1_~}, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .  Clearly, 
D=UPk and P~nP~--~ fo r i# j .  
k~0 
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Let D1 = Uk~o P2k and D2 = Uk~o P2k+~ • Then, D = D1 u D2, D1 n D2 = 0. For every 
positive integer m, there exists a positive integer t such that 2* I> m. Since x22,+~_~, 
x2,,+2 e D~ and since D~ cannot contain any word with length between t~ = lg(x2~'+,-l) 
and t2 -- lg(x22'+2), 
t 2 - t 1 > 22t+2 - 22t+l -t- 1 > m. 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.5, D~ is disjunctive. Similarly, it can be shown that/:)2 is 
disjunctive. [] 
A language L is said to be almost discrete i f  there exists an integer k such that, 
for every n i> k, L contains at most one word of length n. 
Theorem 3.2. Every dense language L is a disjoint union of almost discrete disjunctive 
languages. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, L contains a discrete disjunctive language T such that L -  T 
is disjunctive and hence, dense. Let DI = T u W1, where W~ is the set of words of 
length 1 contained in L. Clearly, the language D1 is almost discrete and disjunctive, 
and LI = L -  D~ is dense. Hence, L~ contains a discrete disjunctive language 7"1 such 
that L~ - T~ is disjunctive. Let D2 = T~ u W2, where W2 is the set of the words of 
length 2 contained in L~. Then,/:)2 is almost discrete and disjunctive, and D~ and 
De are disjoint. 
By repeating the above construction, it is possible to obtain a sequence of disjoint, 
n 
almost discrete and disjunctive languages D~, D2, . . . ,  D,, . . . .  Since U~=~ D~ con- 
tains all the words of L of length n, it follows that 
L=DluD2u"  " "uD.u ' ' ' .  [ ]  
Theorem 3.3. Every language L over X is either the disjoint union or the intersection 
of two disjunctive languages. 
Proof. If L is dense, then, by Theorem 3.1, L is the disjoint union of two disjunctive 
languages. Suppose now that L is not dense. Then there exists some u e X* such 
that L n X*uX* = 0, that is, X*uX*c_ L c. Therefore, for all x ~ X*,  X*uxX*c_ L ~ 
and L c is dense. By Theorem 3.1, L ~ = C u D, where C and D are disjunctive and 
C • D = ~. Hence, L = C ~ n D ~. Clearly, C c and D c are disjunctive languages. [] 
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